nowSecure

RESPOND

nowSecure Respond helps
you to face cyber incidents
with confidence.
nowSecure Respond mitigates damages, improves
cybersecurity, and maintains stakeholders’ trust.

Cyber-attacks happen
every day, even to
companies with up-to-date
systems and software.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to keep
an organisation secure and deal with the
impact of a cyber incident. It could be
you’re experiencing the start of an attack,
in the midst of a full-scale attack that
is compromising your organisation, or
something just doesn’t feel quite right with
your security and you need the opinion of
a specialist to give you peace of mind.

nowSecure Respond
for rapid and effective
response in the face
of a cyber-attack.
nowSecure Respond is a monthly subscription
service from Nowcomm that provides a 24/7
hotline for cyber related issues just like these.
The service gives you access to an expert
security team so, should the worst happen,
you have the specialists on hand to limit the
impact to the business and your customers.

Fast and effective response
to reduce the impact of a
cyber security incident.

Comprehensive
documentation available
for compliance.

Access to UK-based cyber
security experts available
24/7 to put your mind at
rest.

Ongoing monthly
security update and
quarterly assessment
with recommendations
to prevent future
attacks.

Comprehensive investigation
and triage followed by
swift, robust remediation
measures.
Reliable, expert guidance
in the time of crisis.

nowsecure@nowcomm.com

General advice and
guidance right through
to the deployment of
a specialist team of
experts to your site.

nowcomm.com

📞 0300 3031200
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Act fast, recover quickly
and prevent future attacks
with nowSecure Respond:
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The help desk operates with security experts
certified to the highest level. Armed with
threat intelligence from Cisco Talos, they have
the expertise to act fast. With over 15 years’
experience in the security industry the team
is extremely skilled in the processes, tools
and technologies to keep you safe.
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Our nowSecure Respond
service offers access to
highly trained security
experts that are by your
side every step of the way:
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nowSecure

Rapid Attack Response

Remediation Fund

Experts can be deployed when and

The remediation fund is prebuilt into

where you need them to help track

your plan per annum. This time is used

and clean up all traces of the attack

as a banked time fund and activated

vectors, contain the threats, prevent

only when cyber-attack response is

further spread of the attack, and get

called down.

you back on track.

Ongoing Management
Swift Recovery

Need help managing your security

We will work with your team to take

going forwards? Nowcomm has a
range of security services to suit all

the appropriate actions to remove

organisations.

any infected systems from the
network and any malicious code, so
you can restore all your data.
Our experts help you understand

Book your nowSecure
Respond consultation with
our experts now. ARROW-RIGHT

how the issue emerged and the
new environment is strengthened to
prevent future recurrence. Full post
attack reports give you the detail
and assurance you need that the
recovered environment is free from
infection and confidence to go back
online.

Gold Provider
Advanced Security Architecture
Specialized

Cyber Eseesntial Plus
re-certified in 2021

ISO 27001 and 9001 Certified in 2021

Customer Experience Specialized

nowsecure@nowcomm.com

nowcomm.com

📞 0300 3031200

